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Executive Summary 
Transparent Chennai seeks to empower city residents, especially marginalized sections of the 

urban population via addressing information gaps by providing and creating crucial data in 

relation to the city’s development and planning. 

 

Centre for Development Finance (CDF) a research centre within the Institute for Financial 

Management and Research (IFMR) launched Transparent Chennai in October 2010. 

Transparent Chennai collects data, conducts research, creates maps on important civic issues 

and uploads them on a website i.e. http://www.transparentchennai.com/. The project hosts 

public meetings on civic issues, enables citizen participation in data collection, and actively 

supports citizen interventions in urban governance with data and information. 

The site accumulates all existing planning documents and also houses results of fresh data from 

field research and Right to Information petitions. Data collected through field research is then 

represented digitally on maps. Up to date technologies like GPS, GIS and

used to prepare these maps. These maps are interactive in nature and provide various layers of 

information ranging from information about flyovers in the city to location of public toilets, 

slums, bus routes etc. 

The belief here is that publicly available, reliable information is vital for holding the 

government accountable. By providing spatial information regarding various aspects of 

planning in the city, Transparent Chennai is helping chalk out areas that need greater attention. 

It is also making public information available easily for citizens.

This document seeks to capture the objectives, working design and achievements of the 

program so far. Access to information is vital for any sort of decision making and for holding 

the government accountable. Transparent Chennai does so by bridging the information gap 

between citizens, policymakers and implementers.

Background  
Concrete data is essential for government accountability; this information and data helps 

citizens in assessing the quality of government performance and voice their concerns. 

However, most often this data is scarce, unreliable or simply unavailable, allowing the 

government to perform in an inconsis

and services for all city residents. It is hence, important to devise mechanisms that make sure 

that vital data related to government performance is publicly available and reaches the citizens.
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supports citizen interventions in urban governance with data and information. 
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represented digitally on maps. Up to date technologies like GPS, GIS and

used to prepare these maps. These maps are interactive in nature and provide various layers of 

information ranging from information about flyovers in the city to location of public toilets, 

ublicly available, reliable information is vital for holding the 

government accountable. By providing spatial information regarding various aspects of 

planning in the city, Transparent Chennai is helping chalk out areas that need greater attention. 

lso making public information available easily for citizens. 

This document seeks to capture the objectives, working design and achievements of the 

program so far. Access to information is vital for any sort of decision making and for holding 

accountable. Transparent Chennai does so by bridging the information gap 

between citizens, policymakers and implementers. 

Concrete data is essential for government accountability; this information and data helps 

quality of government performance and voice their concerns. 

However, most often this data is scarce, unreliable or simply unavailable, allowing the 

government to perform in an inconsistent manner or to underperform in providing basic needs 

all city residents. It is hence, important to devise mechanisms that make sure 

that vital data related to government performance is publicly available and reaches the citizens.
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Transparent Chennai seeks to empower city residents, especially marginalized sections of the 

urban population via addressing information gaps by providing and creating crucial data in 

t Finance (CDF) a research centre within the Institute for Financial 

Management and Research (IFMR) launched Transparent Chennai in October 2010. 

Transparent Chennai collects data, conducts research, creates maps on important civic issues 

on a website i.e. http://www.transparentchennai.com/. The project hosts 

public meetings on civic issues, enables citizen participation in data collection, and actively 

supports citizen interventions in urban governance with data and information.  

accumulates all existing planning documents and also houses results of fresh data from 

field research and Right to Information petitions. Data collected through field research is then 

represented digitally on maps. Up to date technologies like GPS, GIS and Google Earth are 

used to prepare these maps. These maps are interactive in nature and provide various layers of 

information ranging from information about flyovers in the city to location of public toilets, 

ublicly available, reliable information is vital for holding the 

government accountable. By providing spatial information regarding various aspects of 

planning in the city, Transparent Chennai is helping chalk out areas that need greater attention. 

This document seeks to capture the objectives, working design and achievements of the 

program so far. Access to information is vital for any sort of decision making and for holding 

accountable. Transparent Chennai does so by bridging the information gap 

Concrete data is essential for government accountability; this information and data helps 

quality of government performance and voice their concerns. 

However, most often this data is scarce, unreliable or simply unavailable, allowing the 

perform in providing basic needs 

all city residents. It is hence, important to devise mechanisms that make sure 

that vital data related to government performance is publicly available and reaches the citizens. 
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As a step towards this direction, researchers at the Centre for Development F

centre within the Institute for Financial Management and Research launched a project called 

Transparent Chennai in October 2010 to empower citizens of Chennai by providing them with 

information that helps them in better understanding the

performance of their government.

 Screenshot of the Transparent Chennai website, source: Transparent Chennai website. 

 

Transparent Chennai is a website (http://www.transparentchennai.com/) where residents of 

Chennai can share and receive information about their city. Transparent Chennai collects data, 

conducts research and creates maps, on important civic issues especially

urban poor and disseminates it to local networks. 

Objective  
Transparent Chennai seeks:  

• To understand the ways in which city residents, particularly the urban poor, have 

access to land, infrastructure, and services. 

• To address data and information gaps by collecting, creating and providing 

documentation on various urban civic issues. 

• To use this information for suggesting means of improving the quality of and citizens’ 

access to various day to day services. 

• To disseminate the information collected and solutions suggested to citizens, 

policymakers, elected legislators and the media. 
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As a step towards this direction, researchers at the Centre for Development F

centre within the Institute for Financial Management and Research launched a project called 

Transparent Chennai in October 2010 to empower citizens of Chennai by providing them with 

information that helps them in better understanding their city, its development and the 

performance of their government. 

Screenshot of the Transparent Chennai website, source: Transparent Chennai website. 

Transparent Chennai is a website (http://www.transparentchennai.com/) where residents of 

Chennai can share and receive information about their city. Transparent Chennai collects data, 

conducts research and creates maps, on important civic issues especially

urban poor and disseminates it to local networks.  
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access to land, infrastructure, and services.  

To address data and information gaps by collecting, creating and providing 
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To use this information for suggesting means of improving the quality of and citizens’ 
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As a step towards this direction, researchers at the Centre for Development Finance, a research 

centre within the Institute for Financial Management and Research launched a project called 

Transparent Chennai in October 2010 to empower citizens of Chennai by providing them with 

ir city, its development and the 
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Transparent Chennai is a website (http://www.transparentchennai.com/) where residents of 

Chennai can share and receive information about their city. Transparent Chennai collects data, 

conducts research and creates maps, on important civic issues especially those related to the 

To understand the ways in which city residents, particularly the urban poor, have 

To address data and information gaps by collecting, creating and providing 

To use this information for suggesting means of improving the quality of and citizens’ 

minate the information collected and solutions suggested to citizens, 
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Working Design  
Having a rich experience in working with a variety of public and private stakeholders to 

improve the delivery of public

selected issues that affected the daily lives of the residents of the city particularly the urban 

poor and workers from the informal sector. It concentrates on issues like sanitation, slums, 

public toilets, transport facilities, road safety, urban infrastructure etc. because these are some 

of the major areas where there are huge gaps in service delivery as well as gaps in the 

information available on government performance. 

Data Collection  

The Transparent Chennai team accumulates data on these civic issues using both primary and 

secondary methods of research. Secondary research includes the preparation of a database of 

all existing relevant city planning documents. This is complemented by conductin

primary research and presenting the data and information gathered in the form of maps and 

blogs. Overall data collection is done through the following ways: 

• Extraction of information from online archives of newspapers and government 

websites.  

• Filing RTI applications to various government departments. There is a 

member of the Transparent Chennai team who is responsible for filing RTI’s. The team 

has successfully build relationships with officers from various government 

departments who provide guidance on the kind of information that can be availed 

using the RTI.  

• Manually mapping information about the location and condition of municipal features 

across the city  

• Working closely with residents and citizens’ groups to create data about

issues, working with them to map aspects of the city (bus routes, location of toilets etc.) 

and soliciting data from site users. Generally the citizens are reached through 

organized public meetings in association with other civil society groups

Portal Content  

The Transparent Chennai site broadly consists of the following four sections: 

Document Database  

The document database consists of documents collected through secondary research which 

include planning documents like government reports, budgets, research papers, policy briefs 

etc. This database of documents assists users in understanding theoretically 

related to city developmental planning and urban governance. It helps citizens understand 
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Having a rich experience in working with a variety of public and private stakeholders to 

improve the delivery of public infrastructure and services, the Transparent Chennai team 

selected issues that affected the daily lives of the residents of the city particularly the urban 

poor and workers from the informal sector. It concentrates on issues like sanitation, slums, 

toilets, transport facilities, road safety, urban infrastructure etc. because these are some 

of the major areas where there are huge gaps in service delivery as well as gaps in the 

information available on government performance.  

nsparent Chennai team accumulates data on these civic issues using both primary and 

secondary methods of research. Secondary research includes the preparation of a database of 

all existing relevant city planning documents. This is complemented by conductin

primary research and presenting the data and information gathered in the form of maps and 

blogs. Overall data collection is done through the following ways:  

Extraction of information from online archives of newspapers and government 

Filing RTI applications to various government departments. There is a 

member of the Transparent Chennai team who is responsible for filing RTI’s. The team 

has successfully build relationships with officers from various government 

ho provide guidance on the kind of information that can be availed 

Manually mapping information about the location and condition of municipal features 

Working closely with residents and citizens’ groups to create data about

issues, working with them to map aspects of the city (bus routes, location of toilets etc.) 

and soliciting data from site users. Generally the citizens are reached through 

organized public meetings in association with other civil society groups

The Transparent Chennai site broadly consists of the following four sections: 

The document database consists of documents collected through secondary research which 

include planning documents like government reports, budgets, research papers, policy briefs 

etc. This database of documents assists users in understanding theoretically 

related to city developmental planning and urban governance. It helps citizens understand 
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selected issues that affected the daily lives of the residents of the city particularly the urban 

poor and workers from the informal sector. It concentrates on issues like sanitation, slums, 

toilets, transport facilities, road safety, urban infrastructure etc. because these are some 

of the major areas where there are huge gaps in service delivery as well as gaps in the 

nsparent Chennai team accumulates data on these civic issues using both primary and 

secondary methods of research. Secondary research includes the preparation of a database of 

all existing relevant city planning documents. This is complemented by conducting field based 

primary research and presenting the data and information gathered in the form of maps and 

Extraction of information from online archives of newspapers and government 

Filing RTI applications to various government departments. There is a dedicated 

member of the Transparent Chennai team who is responsible for filing RTI’s. The team 

has successfully build relationships with officers from various government 

ho provide guidance on the kind of information that can be availed 

Manually mapping information about the location and condition of municipal features 

Working closely with residents and citizens’ groups to create data about particular 

issues, working with them to map aspects of the city (bus routes, location of toilets etc.) 

and soliciting data from site users. Generally the citizens are reached through 

organized public meetings in association with other civil society groups.  

The Transparent Chennai site broadly consists of the following four sections:  

The document database consists of documents collected through secondary research which 

include planning documents like government reports, budgets, research papers, policy briefs 

etc. This database of documents assists users in understanding theoretically various concepts 

related to city developmental planning and urban governance. It helps citizens understand 
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government responsibilities and also the variety of agencies involved in city developmental 

planning. The database is frequently up dated with latest

In-depth Research and Interactive Maps 

This section includes the findings of on field visits. Each feature of the city for which data is 

collected is presented as a layer on the Transparent Chennai website. The site consists of the 

following layers of information: 

• Planned and completed flyovers and large

opens a new window with detailed information about that project including cost, 

sources of funding, start and completion date, name of agencies 

responsible and maintenance of the project. 

 

• Census data by ward which includes information such as household size, population 

density and other demographic indicators. 

 

• Areas covered by environmental legislation .i.e. ecologically sensit

 

• Official city slum map 

within Chennai Corporation. 

 

• Slum evictions layer- 

over the last decade.  
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government responsibilities and also the variety of agencies involved in city developmental 

planning. The database is frequently up dated with latest documents.  

depth Research and Interactive Maps  

This section includes the findings of on field visits. Each feature of the city for which data is 

collected is presented as a layer on the Transparent Chennai website. The site consists of the 

layers of information:  

Planned and completed flyovers and large-scale road projects - Clicking on any project 

opens a new window with detailed information about that project including cost, 

sources of funding, start and completion date, name of agencies 

responsible and maintenance of the project.  

Census data by ward which includes information such as household size, population 

density and other demographic indicators.  

Areas covered by environmental legislation .i.e. ecologically sensit

Official city slum map - this layer consists of information on the 242 undeveloped slums 

within Chennai Corporation.  

 This layer shows the location of slum evictions across the city, 
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government responsibilities and also the variety of agencies involved in city developmental 

This section includes the findings of on field visits. Each feature of the city for which data is 

collected is presented as a layer on the Transparent Chennai website. The site consists of the 

Clicking on any project 

opens a new window with detailed information about that project including cost, 

sources of funding, start and completion date, name of agencies and individuals 

Census data by ward which includes information such as household size, population 

Areas covered by environmental legislation .i.e. ecologically sensitive areas.  

this layer consists of information on the 242 undeveloped slums 

This layer shows the location of slum evictions across the city, 
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Table 1: Map showing bus routes across the city of chennai,

 

• Location of Public toilets by city zones 

each of the 10 zones in Chennai, and the locations of all toilets in Zone 4. 

 

• Electoral and jurisdictional boundaries, with contact information for elected 

representatives and city agencies 

 

• Interactive maps containing a database of bus routes. Just clicking on their point of 

origin and destination enables users to see all the rout

 

 

• Solid waste management infrastructure 

unofficial dump sites and transfer stations. 

 

• Road safety – these layers feature information about the various infrastructure facilitie

concerning road safety like pedestrian subways and foot over bridges, traffic signals 

and CCTV camera locations, as well as traffic accident density on major arterial roads in 

the city  

 

• Police Stations- This layer provides information on the location of

the city and contact information for offices. 

 

• Layers created with recent citizen participation

School Layer which shows the results of a photo Blog and mapping session, which was 

conducted by Transparent Chennai with the 8th standard students of Olcott Memorial 

High School. Students photographed certain places and wrote small paragraphs on the 

areas. New layers like urban water logging, flood prone areas and beach information 

have been recently added. 

 

Map representation  

Data collected is then represented on a series of digital maps. For example

Olcott school layer, the Transparent Chennai team digitized areas covered and then added the 

photos and descriptions by the children 

location of slums, public toilets, water logged
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: Map showing bus routes across the city of chennai, 

Location of Public toilets by city zones - This layer shows the number of public toilets in 

each of the 10 zones in Chennai, and the locations of all toilets in Zone 4. 

Electoral and jurisdictional boundaries, with contact information for elected 

representatives and city agencies  

Interactive maps containing a database of bus routes. Just clicking on their point of 

origin and destination enables users to see all the routes connecting the two places. 

Solid waste management infrastructure - this layer shows the locations of official and 

unofficial dump sites and transfer stations.  

these layers feature information about the various infrastructure facilitie

concerning road safety like pedestrian subways and foot over bridges, traffic signals 

and CCTV camera locations, as well as traffic accident density on major arterial roads in 

This layer provides information on the location of

the city and contact information for offices.  

Layers created with recent citizen participation-These include layers like the Olcott 

School Layer which shows the results of a photo Blog and mapping session, which was 

ransparent Chennai with the 8th standard students of Olcott Memorial 

High School. Students photographed certain places and wrote small paragraphs on the 

areas. New layers like urban water logging, flood prone areas and beach information 

added.  

Data collected is then represented on a series of digital maps. For example

Olcott school layer, the Transparent Chennai team digitized areas covered and then added the 

photos and descriptions by the children to these locations. Similarly, new fly over projects, 

location of slums, public toilets, water logged 
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This layer shows the number of public toilets in 

each of the 10 zones in Chennai, and the locations of all toilets in Zone 4.  

Electoral and jurisdictional boundaries, with contact information for elected 

Interactive maps containing a database of bus routes. Just clicking on their point of 

es connecting the two places.  

this layer shows the locations of official and 

these layers feature information about the various infrastructure facilities 

concerning road safety like pedestrian subways and foot over bridges, traffic signals 

and CCTV camera locations, as well as traffic accident density on major arterial roads in 

This layer provides information on the location of police stations across 

These include layers like the Olcott 

School Layer which shows the results of a photo Blog and mapping session, which was 

ransparent Chennai with the 8th standard students of Olcott Memorial 

High School. Students photographed certain places and wrote small paragraphs on the 

areas. New layers like urban water logging, flood prone areas and beach information 

Data collected is then represented on a series of digital maps. For example- to represent the 

Olcott school layer, the Transparent Chennai team digitized areas covered and then added the 

to these locations. Similarly, new fly over projects, 
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Blog – The Chennai Kaleidoscope 

The Blog on the Transparent Chennai website called 

The Chennai Kaleidoscope records the experiences of 

the Transparent Chennai team and deliberates on 

various issues related to public service delivery. It 

provides a forum for residents to discuss important

issues and also brings forth suggestions to widen the 

scope of data collection and cover more issues. 

 

Citizens’ Involvement Space

    

The Transparent Chennai website provides various ways in which citizens can contribute in 

building the information gap. Citizens can provide any relevant data that is available with 

them; this is then mapped by the Transparent Chennai team. Citizens can also assist 

Transparent Chennai in collecting data that they consider important for bringing change in the 

city. They can do so by volunteering to participate in the process of data collection, or by 

partnering with Transparent Chennai to collect data on specific issues. For example 

mapping bus routes various citizens carried GPS units while travelling in buses

Transparent Chennai in mapping routes. Citizens can also provide monetary assistance in 

support of Transparent Chennai’s research activities; they can contribute to the Blog and also 

help in translating the site into Tamil. 

 

Data Moderation  

Any information that citizens provide, whether it be a marking on a map or any other data, the 

Transparent Chennai team reserves the right to publish it on the website. Currently, there is no 

system in place to verify the authenticity of the information pro

a substantially large portion of the information provided on the site has been collected through 

in-depth research based on available government records and on the field visits thereby 

reducing the scope for incorrect inform

 

Data Dissemination  

Transparent Chennai organises public meetings to disseminate the information it collects. 

These public meetings provide a platform to citizens, policymakers and sections of the media to 

deliberate on the city’s development and 
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The Chennai Kaleidoscope  

The Blog on the Transparent Chennai website called 

The Chennai Kaleidoscope records the experiences of 

the Transparent Chennai team and deliberates on 

various issues related to public service delivery. It 

provides a forum for residents to discuss important 

issues and also brings forth suggestions to widen the 

scope of data collection and cover more issues.  

Citizens’ Involvement Space      

 

The Transparent Chennai website provides various ways in which citizens can contribute in 

n gap. Citizens can provide any relevant data that is available with 

them; this is then mapped by the Transparent Chennai team. Citizens can also assist 

Transparent Chennai in collecting data that they consider important for bringing change in the 

ey can do so by volunteering to participate in the process of data collection, or by 

partnering with Transparent Chennai to collect data on specific issues. For example 

mapping bus routes various citizens carried GPS units while travelling in buses

Transparent Chennai in mapping routes. Citizens can also provide monetary assistance in 

support of Transparent Chennai’s research activities; they can contribute to the Blog and also 

help in translating the site into Tamil.  

ny information that citizens provide, whether it be a marking on a map or any other data, the 

Transparent Chennai team reserves the right to publish it on the website. Currently, there is no 

system in place to verify the authenticity of the information provided by citizens. Nonetheless, 

a substantially large portion of the information provided on the site has been collected through 

depth research based on available government records and on the field visits thereby 

reducing the scope for incorrect information.  

Transparent Chennai organises public meetings to disseminate the information it collects. 

These public meetings provide a platform to citizens, policymakers and sections of the media to 

deliberate on the city’s development and look for solutions. The latest public meeting was 

Website 

Section  

No. of 

Page 

views 

Build a 

Map  

19,666 

Research  11,539 

Bus 

Routes  

7,619 

News & 

Updates  

5,872 
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The Transparent Chennai website provides various ways in which citizens can contribute in 

n gap. Citizens can provide any relevant data that is available with 

them; this is then mapped by the Transparent Chennai team. Citizens can also assist 

Transparent Chennai in collecting data that they consider important for bringing change in the 

ey can do so by volunteering to participate in the process of data collection, or by 

partnering with Transparent Chennai to collect data on specific issues. For example – While 

mapping bus routes various citizens carried GPS units while travelling in buses and helped 

Transparent Chennai in mapping routes. Citizens can also provide monetary assistance in 

support of Transparent Chennai’s research activities; they can contribute to the Blog and also 

ny information that citizens provide, whether it be a marking on a map or any other data, the 

Transparent Chennai team reserves the right to publish it on the website. Currently, there is no 

vided by citizens. Nonetheless, 

a substantially large portion of the information provided on the site has been collected through 

depth research based on available government records and on the field visits thereby 

Transparent Chennai organises public meetings to disseminate the information it collects. 

These public meetings provide a platform to citizens, policymakers and sections of the media to 

look for solutions. The latest public meeting was 

No. of 

Page 

views  

% of Page 

views  

19,666  15.79%  

11,539  9.26%  

7,619  6.12%  

5,872  4.71%  
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organised around the issue of road safety and pedestrian infrastructure. Such public meetings 

comprise of representatives from relevant government agencies, civil society groups and 

sections of the affected people depending on the issue covered. Transparent Chennai has also 

used the platform of the radio to spread its message and awareness about the website. 

Researchers share their experiences while collecting and compiling data as well as their 

opinions about the development going on in the city on local radio stations. Researchers also 

publish editorials and short pieces in newspapers and local magazines. Transparent Chennai 

also holds periodic workshops on training certain sections of citizens in using map

techniques to collect and share data, and works closely with schools to teach students about 

mapping.  

Financial Model  
The project’s initial funding came from Google.org’s Inform and Empower initiative as well as 

from the ICICI Foundation for Inclusive Growth. Transparent Chennai also welcomes 

contributions from site users which can be put in use for conducting on field re

Methodology  
The Governance Knowledge Centre (GKC) team conducts extensive research to identify 

initiatives that contribute towards the betterment of public service delivery in India. 

Transparent Chennai with its focus on creating, collecting and

planning issues, especially those issues that affect the urban poor is a unique initiative. It aims 

at creating access to the city for people who are often excluded from the planning process and 

uses innovative technology to do

as a best practice. The GKC team conducted thorough secondary research using web sources to 

understand how the initiative works. Key stakeholders were then identified and an interview 

was conducted with Transparent Chennai. This primary research cleared gaps in the team’s 

understanding of the initiative and provided deeper insight into the operations and impact of 

the initiative.  

Key Stakeholders  

• Centre for Development Finance (CDF) within Institute for Financial Management and 

Research (IFMR) - CDF is a non

public services for all sections of the population. The Infrastructure and Governance

(I&G) group in CDF runs and manages the Transparent Chennai project. 
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organised around the issue of road safety and pedestrian infrastructure. Such public meetings 

comprise of representatives from relevant government agencies, civil society groups and 

people depending on the issue covered. Transparent Chennai has also 

used the platform of the radio to spread its message and awareness about the website. 

Researchers share their experiences while collecting and compiling data as well as their 

ut the development going on in the city on local radio stations. Researchers also 

publish editorials and short pieces in newspapers and local magazines. Transparent Chennai 

also holds periodic workshops on training certain sections of citizens in using map

techniques to collect and share data, and works closely with schools to teach students about 

The project’s initial funding came from Google.org’s Inform and Empower initiative as well as 

from the ICICI Foundation for Inclusive Growth. Transparent Chennai also welcomes 

contributions from site users which can be put in use for conducting on field re

The Governance Knowledge Centre (GKC) team conducts extensive research to identify 

initiatives that contribute towards the betterment of public service delivery in India. 

Chennai with its focus on creating, collecting and disseminating data on urban 

planning issues, especially those issues that affect the urban poor is a unique initiative. It aims 

at creating access to the city for people who are often excluded from the planning process and 

uses innovative technology to do so. Keeping this in mind, Transparent Chennai was identified 

as a best practice. The GKC team conducted thorough secondary research using web sources to 

understand how the initiative works. Key stakeholders were then identified and an interview 

ted with Transparent Chennai. This primary research cleared gaps in the team’s 

understanding of the initiative and provided deeper insight into the operations and impact of 

Centre for Development Finance (CDF) within Institute for Financial Management and 

CDF is a non-profit think tank that works in creating equal access to 

public services for all sections of the population. The Infrastructure and Governance

(I&G) group in CDF runs and manages the Transparent Chennai project. 
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disseminating data on urban 

planning issues, especially those issues that affect the urban poor is a unique initiative. It aims 

at creating access to the city for people who are often excluded from the planning process and 

so. Keeping this in mind, Transparent Chennai was identified 

as a best practice. The GKC team conducted thorough secondary research using web sources to 

understand how the initiative works. Key stakeholders were then identified and an interview 

ted with Transparent Chennai. This primary research cleared gaps in the team’s 

understanding of the initiative and provided deeper insight into the operations and impact of 

Centre for Development Finance (CDF) within Institute for Financial Management and 

profit think tank that works in creating equal access to 

public services for all sections of the population. The Infrastructure and Governance 

(I&G) group in CDF runs and manages the Transparent Chennai project.  
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• Civil society groups like ‘Reclaim Our Beache

partners with several civil society groups that work on varied issues for awareness 

generation and creating outreach. 

 

• Google.org and ICICI foundation for Inclusive Growth

running of the project under its Inform and Empower Initiative. The Transparent 

Chennai maps run on a Google platform. ICICI foundation also assisted with 

finances of the project. 

Lessons Learned  

Inclusive city developmental planning

Transparent Chennai gives citizens an opportunity to voice their concerns and make their 

demands heard. It negotiates urban spaces for the poor who are mostly not included in the 

planning process. Working closely with such excluded groups, Transparent Chen

issues related to the day to day lives of these people. By collecting concrete information to show 

their exclusion and inaccessibility to basic services, Transparent Chennai provides proper 

evidence to call the government to account and make

inclusive.  

 

Participatory approach to data collection

Along with accessing information through the program website; citizens’ can also contribute by 

supplying data. It is practically impossible to collect

citizens’ assistance. Citizens are also provided

the form of mapping workshops to collect and create their own data. Using citizens’ inputs 

helps in data collection at a larger scale. Furthermore, citizens’ are also the best assessors of the 

services provided to them. Mapping this citizen generated information against government 

information often reflects major gaps in official records. This can then be used to question th

government. 

                        
1  Reclaim Our Beaches is a campaign launched in Chennai to clean and maintain and create equal access 

to beaches in the city for all sections of society.

2 Exnora is a non-governmental environment service organisation and conducts street cleaning activities. 
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partners with several civil society groups that work on varied issues for awareness 

eating outreach.  

Google.org and ICICI foundation for Inclusive Growth- Google provided a grant for 

running of the project under its Inform and Empower Initiative. The Transparent 

Chennai maps run on a Google platform. ICICI foundation also assisted with 

finances of the project.  

Inclusive city developmental planning  

Transparent Chennai gives citizens an opportunity to voice their concerns and make their 

demands heard. It negotiates urban spaces for the poor who are mostly not included in the 

planning process. Working closely with such excluded groups, Transparent Chen

issues related to the day to day lives of these people. By collecting concrete information to show 

their exclusion and inaccessibility to basic services, Transparent Chennai provides proper 

evidence to call the government to account and make its development planning process more 

Participatory approach to data collection 

with accessing information through the program website; citizens’ can also contribute by 

supplying data. It is practically impossible to collect data about the entire city with out seeking 

citizens’ assistance. Citizens are also provided with training facilities and technical assistance in 

the form of mapping workshops to collect and create their own data. Using citizens’ inputs 

larger scale. Furthermore, citizens’ are also the best assessors of the 

services provided to them. Mapping this citizen generated information against government 

information often reflects major gaps in official records. This can then be used to question th
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Google provided a grant for 

running of the project under its Inform and Empower Initiative. The Transparent 

Chennai maps run on a Google platform. ICICI foundation also assisted with the 

Transparent Chennai gives citizens an opportunity to voice their concerns and make their 

demands heard. It negotiates urban spaces for the poor who are mostly not included in the 

planning process. Working closely with such excluded groups, Transparent Chennai highlights 

issues related to the day to day lives of these people. By collecting concrete information to show 

their exclusion and inaccessibility to basic services, Transparent Chennai provides proper 

its development planning process more 

with accessing information through the program website; citizens’ can also contribute by 

the entire city with out seeking 

with training facilities and technical assistance in 

the form of mapping workshops to collect and create their own data. Using citizens’ inputs 

larger scale. Furthermore, citizens’ are also the best assessors of the 

services provided to them. Mapping this citizen generated information against government 

information often reflects major gaps in official records. This can then be used to question the 

Reclaim Our Beaches is a campaign launched in Chennai to clean and maintain and create equal access 

governmental environment service organisation and conducts street cleaning activities.  
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Table 2 showing discrepancies in data collected on the field and data recorded officially in 

the number of toilets 

 

Appropriate technology usage 

Transparent Chennai uses innovative technologies to share the data it collects. The 

representation of data in the form of maps is a unique way of presenting data about the city. 

The build a map section of the Transparent Chennai website attracts the maximu

visits and accounts for approximately 16% of the total site traffic. Maps show spatial 

development patterns across the city and help in comparisons. Least developed areas in terms 

of basic civil services are highlighted in this manner. These ma

successfully engage the users. They are easy to navigate and largely self explanatory. 

 

Leveraging existing networks 

The Transparent Chennai team leverages CDF’s existing network of relationships and uses the 

reach of various civil society organizations to spread its message and awareness about the 

website. This networking is complementary, these organizations use Transparent Chennai to 

know more about the city and the information it provides in their advocacy efforts wher

Transparent Chennai utilizes the impact potential of these organizations to reach out to a larger 

section of society and widen its coverage scope. 

Way Ahead  
Transparent Chennai has been in operation for about eight months. In such a short span of 

time, it has conducted crucial research and provided vital information with regards to 
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important urban civic issues. It has made information just a click away for the citizens of 

Chennai. The challenge ahead is to make more and more citizens aware about the p

to reach out to policymakers so that the data collected can be used for bringing concrete change 

in the city. In the future, Transparent Chennai hopes to translate the website into Tamil and 

reach out to a larger local audience. By collecting a

Transparent Chennai has facilitated the articulation of local problems and solutions.

Table 3Transparent Chennai team collecting data on the condition and availability of public 

toilets in Zone 4 in Chennai 

Research was carried out by OneWorld Foundation India (OWFI), Governance Knowledge Centre (GKC) team.

Documentation was created by Research Associate, 

For further information, please contact

References 
 

• Transparent Chennai website 

• Transparent Chennai PowerPoint, brochure and flier. 

• An interview was held with Somya Sethuraman, Researcher with Transparent Chennai 

 

Appendix A – Interview Questionnaire 
1. The Transparent Chennai website was launched in October 2010 after a round of data 

collection. When did the idea for Transparent Chennai first take root? 

2. Its objective is to collate data related to city development and planning and provide it to 

citizens and policy makers. Why was an online platform chosen for this purpose? 
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to reach out to policymakers so that the data collected can be used for bringing concrete change 

in the city. In the future, Transparent Chennai hopes to translate the website into Tamil and 

reach out to a larger local audience. By collecting and mapping data on relevant issues 

Transparent Chennai has facilitated the articulation of local problems and solutions.

 
Transparent Chennai team collecting data on the condition and availability of public 

 

Research was carried out by OneWorld Foundation India (OWFI), Governance Knowledge Centre (GKC) team.

Documentation was created by Research Associate, Sapna Kedia 

For further information, please contact Naimur Rahman, Director, OWFI, at owsa@oneworld.net

Transparent Chennai website - http://www.transparentchennai.com/  

Transparent Chennai PowerPoint, brochure and flier.  
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3. Centre for Development Finance runs the project and Google.org and ICICI foundation have 

provided the funding. Can you elaborate further on their roles? Are their any other 

stakeholders in the project. If yes, what are their roles? 

4. The site consists of layers of information related to various civic issues. How were these 

issues selected?  

5. Information for the various layers is collected through government websites, newspa

archives, RTI and through residents and resident groups. 

a) Can you explain how the RTI is utilized to get the information needed from various 

government departments? Are members from the Transparent Chennai team given training for 

this purpose?  

b) How are residents and resident groups approached for collecting information? How is their 

capacity utilized? Are they given any sort of training in order to gather information? 

6. Information collected from the government and citizens is represented on int

These maps are prepared using satellite imagery and ArcGIS software’s. 

a) Can you explain the process of preparing a map with the help of an example? 

b) Can you help us understand the various technologies used? 

c) Citizens can customise these maps according to their needs. How does this work? 

7. How is the authenticity of the data and information provided on the website ensured? 

8. How is awareness about the project generated? Are their any publicity efforts undertaken by 

Transparent Chennai?  

9. Transparent Chennai disseminates the data and information collected to local networks 

including citizens groups, policymakers and sectio

dissemination take place?  

10. Can you explain the financial model of the project? 

11. The project has now been in operation for more than six months. What are its major 

achievements so far?  

12. What are the major challenge

13. Can you share any data with us that reflect impact over the past few months

on the website, number of maps generated etc? 
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These maps are prepared using satellite imagery and ArcGIS software’s.  

a) Can you explain the process of preparing a map with the help of an example? 

b) Can you help us understand the various technologies used?  

hese maps according to their needs. How does this work? 

7. How is the authenticity of the data and information provided on the website ensured? 

8. How is awareness about the project generated? Are their any publicity efforts undertaken by 

9. Transparent Chennai disseminates the data and information collected to local networks 

including citizens groups, policymakers and sections of the media. How does this 

10. Can you explain the financial model of the project?  

11. The project has now been in operation for more than six months. What are its major 

12. What are the major challenges faced in the implementation of the project? 

13. Can you share any data with us that reflect impact over the past few months

on the website, number of maps generated etc?  
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3. Centre for Development Finance runs the project and Google.org and ICICI foundation have 

provided the funding. Can you elaborate further on their roles? Are their any other 

4. The site consists of layers of information related to various civic issues. How were these 

5. Information for the various layers is collected through government websites, newspaper 

a) Can you explain how the RTI is utilized to get the information needed from various 

government departments? Are members from the Transparent Chennai team given training for 

ow are residents and resident groups approached for collecting information? How is their 

capacity utilized? Are they given any sort of training in order to gather information?  

6. Information collected from the government and citizens is represented on interactive maps. 

 

a) Can you explain the process of preparing a map with the help of an example?  

hese maps according to their needs. How does this work?  

7. How is the authenticity of the data and information provided on the website ensured?  

8. How is awareness about the project generated? Are their any publicity efforts undertaken by 

9. Transparent Chennai disseminates the data and information collected to local networks 

ns of the media. How does this 

11. The project has now been in operation for more than six months. What are its major 

s faced in the implementation of the project?  

13. Can you share any data with us that reflect impact over the past few months- number of hits 


